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Tradeswomen into Maintenance Project

Introduction
Mears Tradeswomen into Maintenance Project is a CITB funded project with the aim
of increasing the number of female operatives and apprentices in the Social Housing
Building Maintenance sector.
Within the project there will be a number of outputs completed which will produce
tools and resources to support the recruitment of females in this non-traditional
area of work. One of those outputs is a resource that will be used in Schools called
the Schools Toolkit.
Schools Toolkit
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The Schools Toolkit is a resource for use in Schools to increase pupils’ awareness
of Mears, opportunities within the trades in the Social Housing Maintenance sector
and to promote gender equality within the industry. The Schools Toolkit consists of
four modules all linked to the National Curriculum supporting Key Stages 2,3 and 4
and the Adult Core Curriculum supporting Entry Level 2, 3 and Level 1. The modules
include trade related activities in Plumbing, Electrical, Carpentry and Painting and
Decorating.
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Content
The Toolkit comprises of a range of:
•	Delivery plans, which set out the aims and objectives of the session, timings and
order of delivery, preparation requirements and the list of resources required to
deliver the session. The plans also include methods of assessing learning has
taken place and links to the curriculum.
•	Diagrams to be used when leading a group discussion, with the aim of increasing
learners’ subject knowledge.
•	Worksheets that are subject focused for learners to complete as part of the
workshop or for the use of teachers, post workshop to continue subject learning.
•	Activity resources that support kinaesthetic learning.
•	Presentation resources to help structure the workshop, introduce Mears and
describe opportunities in the Social Housing Building Maintenance sector.
The workshops are designed to build on the skills that the learners are developing
as part of their existing curriculum. The workshops aim to demonstrate to the
learners how these skills are relevant in the world of work and in particular, a career
within the Social Housing Building Maintenance sector.
Carpentry – Age 14 to 16
During the course of this workshop, the learners work together in groups to design
a kitchen which meets the design brief provided. Each group is provided with a
resource pack which offers everything they need to design their kitchen. In the
second half of the workshop the groups move onto a marketing exercise. Here they
design a piece of marketing literature using ICT facilities, to promote their own
fictional kitchen design / fitting business.
There are a number of worksheets that accompany the workshop:
Fitting Quote worksheet - learners calculate installation costs for their kitchen
design.
Multiple Quote worksheet - learners calculate the cost of multiple kitchen designs.
Hazard Spotting worksheet - learners identify the hazard and record the outcome of
potential accidents.

Painting and Decorating – Age 14 to 16
During the workshop, learners will explore the different tasks carried out by a
Painter and Decorator. They will work together in groups to complete activities
inspired by Painting and Decorating. The Ambassador will set up three stations
where learners will rotate, practicing various paint techniques, wallpapering and
tiling. The resources for this activity need to be supplied by the branch; the lesson
plan should be referred to in order to identify the resource requirements.
There are a number of worksheets that accompany the workshop:
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Mosaic Tile Activity worksheet; using the skills learned in the workshop when tiling,
learners will create a drinks coaster using mosaic tiles.
Wallpaper Design worksheet - learners create a design which they repeat, creating
a tessellated pattern.
Careers worksheet - learners research a career in Painting and Decorating.
Cost and Budget worksheet - learners calculate the volume and cost of paint
required to decorate rooms within a house.

Electrical – Age 11 to 14
During the course of this workshop learners will understand how electricity gets
to our homes and the role of an Electrician. Learners will work together in groups
to devise circuits that create an electrical current. Each group is provided with
a resource pack, which includes everything they need to connect a number of
electrical components.
There are a number of worksheets that accompany the workshop:
Symbols worksheet - learners draw the circuit they have created using the relevant
electrical symbols.
Circuit worksheet - learners problem solve the effect of increasing and decreasing
power source.
Ohm’s Law worksheet - learners calculate the resistance of an electrical current.
Plumbing Workshop – Age 7 to 11
During the workshop learners will explore the cycle of water and the journey
water takes to get to our homes. They will work together in groups to construct
an apparatus that will allow water to flow from one end to the other, simulating
plumbing pipework within their homes and discussing the job of a Plumber.
There are a number of worksheets that accompany the workshop:
The Water Cycle worksheet - learners can colour and label the illustration.
The Water Maze worksheet - learners identify the path the water takes from the tap
to the bath.
Find the Missing Word worksheet - learners practice reading skills and recognise
field specific words to complete sentences.
Volume of Pipes worksheet - learners calculate the volume of a cylindrical shape.
Dripping Tap worksheet - learners calculate the volume of water wasted when a tap
is left to drip.
Brushing Teeth worksheet - learners calculate the volume and cost of waste water.
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The worksheets are available to be used either within the session to support
differentiation or can be used with learners by Teachers post workshop. Please refer
to the lesson plan for full guidance.
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Facilitation
Prior to delivery, the Ambassador / facilitator should ensure that the workshop plan
has been read and that all resources required are prepared. Liaising with the school
prior to the workshop will help to identify their requirements and the number of
pupils that will participate. This will indicate the volume of resources required.
When delivering the Schools Toolkit the facilitator should initially introduce
themselves and present the information on Mears, the trades and opportunities
for females in the sector. This section of the workshop is key in giving information,
advice and guidance on career opportunities in Social Housing Maintenance, to
Key Stages 3 and 4. When delivering to Key Stage 2 learners the key aim is the
promotion of the trades and gender equality.
The trade activities offer further opportunities for the learners to explore trades and
ask questions with regards to job roles and careers. The learners work in smaller
subgroups to complete the activities, therefore it is advisable that when attending a
school the Ambassador is supported by other Trade Operatives or Trade Apprentices
and the Customer Community Manager. Ambassadors should support the children
in completing their tasks, giving one to one support where required.
At the end of the session where possible, recap on the main learning points
reinforcing information about Mears and trade opportunities.

Key Stages
All Schools in England and Wales follow a National Curriculum which is divided into
key stages. These stages consist of a certain range of school years and the exams
associated with these determine how a pupil is progressing in an area of study that
has been defined as targets within the National Curriculum.
The Schools Toolkit covers 3 of the Key Stages:
Key Stage 2 – ages 7-11 (Years 3 - 6)
Key Stage 3 – ages 11 – 14 (Years 7 - 9)
Key Stage 4 – ages 14 – 16 (Years 10 - 11)
Within each session plan of the Schools Toolkit there are links to the National
Curriculum. These are listed and cover subjects such as English, Mathematics,
Design Technology and Science.

Working with Schools
Engaging with Schools
You may already have established links with Schools in your local area, however
Local Authorities (Councils), will be able to support you in establishing links with
Schools that you are not yet in touch with. The Mayor of your area will also have
contacts and you can approach Schools directly.
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Once you have made contact you can share with the school an outline of the
content of the Schools Toolkit. This can be done by providing them with a copy of
the Teacher’s Packs, which include an introduction to the project and workshops,
lesson plans including links to the curriculum and feedback sheets to help you
evaluate the workshop.
Schools have a strictly timetabled calendar, so ensure you make early contact to
discuss delivery of the workshop. The Teacher may be able to schedule time when
they have an ‘off-curriculum’ session, however by sharing the Teacher’s Packs the
Schools will be able to identify if the workshop can be run to support the teaching
of a particular topic.
It is worth promoting the workshops at specific times throughout the year to
support particular key dates such as National Apprenticeship Week. The Mears
Social Value Calendar will help you to plan ahead for such events. Where possible
meet with the teacher beforehand to discuss ideas and logistics. The teacher will
know the pupils and this will help you with planning.
You will also need to consider having the relevant checks to allow you to enter into
a school environment i.e. DBS checks. If staff do not already have these in place
then be mindful that they can take a few months to organise.

Preparation
You will need to be aware of the space and resource that will be made available
to you when attending the school. At the start of each workshop a Power Point
Presentation is available to support the initial information delivered with regards
to Mears. You will need to ensure if there are facilities to project this or if you need
to make alternative resources e.g. create handouts from the slides. Similarly, you
will need to ensure there is enough space to facilitate an activity, for example the
Painting and Decorating workshop has a large number of boards that will need
to be set up and therefore an art room would be more suitable than a general
classroom.
Ensure you have enough resources for the number of learners you are delivering to.
Print off the worksheets and ensure there are the correct amount of components in
each of the resource packs. Source any relevant equipment in advance (e.g. batteries,
paint, tiles).

Delivery
The Schools Toolkit has been pitched at different age groups from Key Stage 2
to Key Stage 4. However, when presenting the information about Mears and
discussing personal experiences of working in the sector, be mindful to use the most
appropriate language and avoid using jargon or language that is job specific.
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Learners will have different learning styles and interests which will be supported
by the activities, encourage interaction and allow learners to share their ideas and
opinions. Help learners to make links between the activities / discussions and the
world of work, specifically working in Social Housing Building Maintenance.
Share your own stories about entering into the industry and the benefits to working
in Social Housing Building Maintenance.

Post Workshop
Included within the Teacher’s Packs are evaluation forms, these are to be completed
by the Teacher and the Learners. You can ask the Teacher to submit them back to
you to help review and evaluate the session. This will support any improvements
you wish to make for the next workshop.

Ways to work with Schools
•

D
 elivering the Schools Toolkit as part of a workshop in Schools

•

Demonstrating the Schools Toolkit as part of a careers event

•

Careers talk in Schools

• Taster Days run at Mears.

Working with Communities
The Schools Toolkit can also be used in communities with various groups. The
materials are linked to the Adult Core Curriculum and will support learners who
are undertaking a Basic Skills Literacy / Numeracy course. The workshop could be
delivered at a local College or Training Provider, who will also be keen to encourage
learners to link their learning with employment and careers. You may wish to
establish links with these types of providers and with organisations that support
NEET’s (young people aged 16-24 Not in Education, Employment or Training).
Other community groups to link with:
•

Girls Networks

• The Guide Association
• Women’s Aid Groups.

Mears Social Value Strategy
The benefits of using the Schools Toolkit not only supports recruitment and
raising awareness of the industry but also includes delivering the Mears Social
Value Strategy. The programme of resources aligns to the Social Value priorities,
particularly focusing on Creating Chances and Fair for All.
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•	
Creating Chances: Providing career, skills and employment opportunities.
•	
Fair for All: Reducing prejudice, improving understanding of differences,
supporting social inclusion.
The Schools Toolkit will help to deliver scheduled work in line with the Social Value
Calendar. All workshops that are delivered should be reflected in the branch Social
Value Plan.
The Geostat Tool should be used to indicate the demographics of Schools that
should be targeted to engage with. The aim is to recruit a workforce that is
reflective of the communities we serve.

Social Value Framework
Define
Engage with Schools and Community Groups.
Align the project with Creating Chances and Fair for All.
Decide where the Schools Toolkit fits in terms of Schools’ engagement and their
curriculum.
Use the Schools Toolkit to support recruitment and the delivery of the Social Value
Strategy.
Consider long term engagement with Schools and embedding the Schools Toolkit
into the Social Value Plan.
Integrate
Promote school and community activities.
Decide how you will resource the activity, ensure Tradeswomen Ambassadors are
involved.
Consider the results from the Geostat Tool to identify your target areas.
Partner
Develop and maintain good working relationships with Schools and Community
Groups.
Consider how you will achieve your aim; deliver to existing Partners whilst
establishing new Partnerships.
Measure
Share best practice.
Measure the impact, social return on investment and success against desired
outcomes.
Record the activity on the branch Social Value Workbook.
Optimise the communication and PR message.
Promote collaborative working, achievements and positive outcomes.
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Develop and share case studies of successes from delivering the workshops.
Consider using best practice and Social Value Plans to support future tenders.

Schools Toolkit Purchasing Information
Due to the large number of components and specialist materials that have been
produced to create the Schools Toolkit, a variety of suppliers have been located
in order to fulfil requirements. The below table gives information as to where the
specialist training equipment can be sourced.

Content

Purchased via

Carpentry
Carpentry – Documentation, Worksheets,
Resource Packs, Magnetic Boards

http://proco.com

Painting and Decorating
Painting and Decorating – Documentation,
Worksheets, Activity Cards

http://proco.com

Painting and Decorating – Resources and
Boards

Sourced locally

Electrical
Electrical – Documentation, Worksheets,
Resource Boards

http://proco.com

Electrical – Components

http://www.tts-group.co.uk/

Plumbing
Plumbing – Documentation, Worksheets,
Resource Boards

http://proco.com

Plumbing – Pipes, Fittings

Plumb Centre / locally sourced

Plumbing – Marbles, Jugs, Funnels

Sourced locally

Connections
Information Booklet, Certificates, Power
Point Presentation, Schools Toolkit Art work
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Stored on Connections

With thanks to the Tradeswomen of Mears
Group for their input into the content design
of the Schools Toolkit.

Tradeswomen into Maintenance Steering Group
• The Guinness Partnership • Sovereign • CIH • NHMF
• Nottingham City Homes • United Welsh
• Construction Youth Trust • National Federation of ALMOs
• Women into Construction • WISH

